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Kremlin Special Adviser: "Ukraine Will Be Ended - A New Hegemonic State 
of 200 Million Russian-Speakers Is Being Created in Eastern Europe (vid) 
"The map of the EU will change and it will become a tombstone for globalization" 

02/12/2022 - 14:13  
 
 An important intervention was made by a 
Russian expert analyst on public Russian television, 
revealing the country's strategy after the complete 
dissolution of Ukraine. 
 For the first time, there is public talk of creating 
a new hegemonic state of 200 million Russian speakers 
in Eastern Europe that will act as a counterweight and 
conflict with the EU, Germany and Poland, breaking up 
globalization so far. 
 Nikolai Vavilov, a Sinologist by profession with 
very good connections within the Chinese Communist 

Party and the Kremlin, said on Russian television: 
 “Russia is fighting triumphantly against more than 1 billion people of the Western world. 
 During the whole of this year, the Western world has not been able to face Russia. 
 All average Russian citizens will agree with me. There is hot water, there is food, there are jobs, our transport 
works, our subways work, our salaries are paid and we are already developing, our economy is being restructured. 
Actually this is a triumph of Russia. 
 There is no isolating Russia, especially since China joins Russia in this triumph. 
 China, India, Southeast Asia, Africa and Latin America have also partnered with us. 
 Ukrainian is a dialect of the Russian language. Ukrainian language does not exist. There is only 
dialect. Two weeks would be enough to study this dialect. 
 But why is the West so afraid of us? 
 The enemy stands before Moscow and St. Petersburg. 
 Within 10, 15 or 20 years we will re-establish our control over this region (Ukraine-Former 
Soviet states). All these states that call themselves "independent" will be absorbed into one big 
Russian motherland. 
 What does this mean; 
 In Europe of 500 million people, a collective of 200 million Russian-speakers may emerge who 
will speak a common language. 
 She can calmly claim the Balkans, Poland, etc.  
 There are 80 million Germans including Turks, Arabs, Pakistanis. The English have 60 million including Pakistanis 
etc 
 A hegemon state will emerge in Eastern Europe. 
 We see that the West is powerless to do anything. A giant community will appear in 10-15 years. 
 We have to shed the old suit of the last 20-30 years, the worn-out suit of globalization. 
 We have to exchange it for a new ideology, a new worldview, new social structures, a new structure of domestic 
politics." https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/eidikos-symvoulos-kremlinou-tafoplaka-se-pagkosmiopoiisi-kai-ee-
dimiourgeitai-neo-kratos-igemonas-200-ekat-rosofonon-stin-an-evropi/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
 

Tsar Bomba vs Ukraine: US Simulates 100 Megaton Nuclear Strike on Kyiv - 
Watch Video 
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They will all be killed in a 65 kilometer zone! 
02/12/2022 - 21:49  

 
 In a move that raises many 
questions, American analysts proceeded 
as they simulated an attack on Kyiv with a 
100 megaton nuclear bomb! In fact, the 
Americans simulated an attack with a 
Russian strategic weapon, specifically 
with a Tsar Bomba! 
 Tsar Bomba (meaning king of 
bombs) was developed between 1956 and 
1961 when the Soviet Union became 
involved in an arms race with the United 
States. 

It was the largest hydrogen bomb ever made and was 3,300 times more powerful than the 
bomb that hit Hiroshima. 
 The hydrogen bomb, containing more than 50 million tons of conventional explosives, was tested in October 
1961. The bomb was detonated and exploded 4,000 meters above Novaya Zimlya (New Earth) Island in the Arctic Ocean. 
 But why did the Americans simulate a nuclear strike with a strategic weapon and not a tactical 
one? Why did they want to see maximum losses?  
100 megaton strike in Kyiv? 
 The simulation showed, as expected, that the effect of a 100 megaton nuclear strike on the 
center of Kiev was absolutely devastating. 
 The approximate zone of destruction of the nuclear bomb, without the effect of secondary factors of the 
nuclear explosion, is about 65 kilometers. This, for obvious reasons, has devastating consequences for almost every 
object in the area. 
 Taking into account the population living in Kyiv and in the zone of destruction of the nuclear 
bomb, the number of victims will be almost 2.5 million people. 
 Almost certainly, in this case, neighboring Ukrainian regions will be affected, as well as the territory of the 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant and Belarus. 
 To date, only one nuclear bomb has been created in the world, which carries approximately the same 
destructive effect, this is the Tsar Bomb. For comparison, the power of all nuclear warheads of the Sarmat 
intercontinental ICBM is only 8 megatons. 
 However, it is noteworthy that in the near future, the Poseidon nuclear submarine drone, the power of which is 
estimated at 100 megatons, may appear in service with Russia. 
Read also: Target Kiev: Russia launched a missile with a virtual nuclear warhead against Ukraine! – First use of Kh-55 
from the nuclear arsenal 
 We remind you that recently the Russians launched against Kiev the Kh-55 missile (Russian 
name X-55) which carried a virtual nuclear warhead (nuclear combat unit simulator). 
 The Kh-55 missile (Russian designation X-55) was developed to carry a nuclear payload. 
 The Ukrainians then concluded that either this missile with a dummy nuclear warhead was simply being used as 
a somewhat less expensive decoy aimed at misleading Ukrainian air defense systems, or the Russians had simulated a 
nuclear strike.  https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/tsar-bomba-enantion-tis-oukranias-oi-ipa-prosomoiosan-pyriniko-

chtypima-100-megatonon-me-stocho-to-kievo-vinteo/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  [go to site 

forvideo – rdb] 
 

Mate S.Surovikin's movement: The Ukrainian Army is in a state of emergency - 
All elite units are being moved to Liman, Kupyansk, Bakhmut 
The Russians have entered Vodiane and are clearing Nevelskoye  
03/12/2022 - 00:28  
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 The Ukrainian Army has entered a state of emergency in the Donbass as Russian forces 
advance on several fronts. The Russians have entered Vodiane and are very close to clearing 
Nevelskoye as well, shielding the Donetsk perimeter. 
 Under the brunt of the Russian advance, the Ukrainian military command is moving the 80th, 81st 
Airborne Brigade and the 95th Separate Airborne Brigade to Donbass. 
 At the same time, the 65th Brigade and the 16th Battalion of the 58th Independent Motorized 
Brigade leave Zaporizhia and rush to Bakhmut. 
 All indications are that the Ukrainian offensive towards Melitopol and Berdyansk has been 
called off. Their primary purpose now is to strengthen the defense of Bakhmut. But for how much and at what cost? 
 We can say that S.Surovikin put the gun to the temple of V.Zelensky and the Ukrainian generals. 
 And this is because the Ukrainian military command is faced with a nightmarish choice: 
 Which areas to reinforce with military forces and which to abandon. Even with existing forces and not counting 
the 250,000 Russian reservists who have not yet moved to the Ukrainian fronts, the Ukrainians cannot hold out. 
 Therefore very soon Kyiv will have to decide which areas it will surrender and which it will 

defend to the end. 
Video: Russian artillery hits Ukrainian positions in Bakhmut 
Video Player 
Kyiv Moves Elite Units to Donbass 
 According to information, the Ukrainian administration has decided to strengthen its forces in 
certain areas in Donbas by sending elite units. 
 These are mainly the Krasnolimansk and Kupyansk directions. The reason for the hasty transfer of forces is the 
fear of the Ukrainians that the Russian troops will break their defense arrangement. 
 Under the weight of adverse developments, the Ukrainian military command is moving the 80th, 81st 
Airborne Brigade and the 95th Separate Airborne Brigade to the Krasny Liman and Kupyansk regions. 
 We are talking about additional reserve formations of these brigades, left for emergencies.  
Read also: Big risk V. Zelensky: Moves all available reserves to Bakhmut - Russian offensive begins towards Chasiv Yar 
and Toretsk 
 The recent successful actions of the Russian military forced the command of the Armed 
Forces of Ukraine to take these measures in order to prevent a possible collapse. 
 We remind that the Armed Forces of Ukraine continuously carried out attacks for two months near the cities of 
Svatovo and Kremennaya in order to break the front in the Lugansk zone of responsibility. 
 As a result of the offensive of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the cities of Kupyansk and Krasny Liman were 
recaptured by the Armed Forces of Ukraine – the former in mid-September and the latter in early October. 
Video: Donetsk forces hit Ukrainian positions in Vodiane with Kornet anti-tank missiles 
Video Player 
Video: Russian tanks operate in Vodiane 
Video Player 
Video Player 
The Russian army entered Vodiane 
 Donetsk forces entered the town of Vodiane. The stronghold of the Armed Forces of Ukraine is 
now a thing of the past. 
 The "Sparta" and "Somalia" forces have been operating in the area for months with T-80 tanks together with the 
"Storm" unit of the 1st Slavic Brigade of the Donetsk People's Militia. 
 Vodiane, together with the settlement "Experience" were strongholds of the Ukrainians for many years. From 
there, the Ukrainian attacks against Donetsk and Makeevka began. 
 The Ukrainian forces, due to losses and strong pressure, are forced to abandon their positions. 
 The losses they have suffered are great. The images show the leveling of the area along with the Ukrainian 
positions. 
 Watch video of Russian forces in the city 
Video Player 
The Ukrainian stronghold in Nevelskoye also falls  
 In addition to Vodiane, the situation of Ukrainians has worsened in both Pervomayskoye and 
Nevelskoye. 
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 Russian troops are constantly pounding Ukrainian positions. According to the Russians, Nevelskoye 
will be cleared very soon. 
 Forces of the 100th Guards Brigade of the 1st Army Corps of Donetsk are operating in the area under the cover 
of the Russian Air Force. 

 "This village was turned by 
the Armed Forces of Ukraine into a 
strong fortified area, but our 
attack has destroyed the enemy's 
defenses," the Russians said. 
 "Our troops continue to 
advance, tightening the ring 
around Avdiivka," said Denis 
Pushilin, deputy head of Donetsk. 
 He also mentioned the 
successes of the forces in the 
Maryinsky and Artemovsky 
directions, where a number of 
settlements were captured in 
recent days. 
Watch videos from Nevelskoe 
Video Player 
Video Player 
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Zelenskyy to ban Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
Aims crackdown at groups 'linked' to Russia 
By WND News Services Published December 2, 2022 at 3:25pm  
Banned! That soon could be the status of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Ukraine. 
 The government there has confirmed plans to draw up a law banning churches that are 

“affiliated” with Russia. 
 Volodymyr Zelenskyy claims the move is required to “prevent Moscow being able to ‘weaken Ukraine from 
within,’” according to multiple reports. 
 There have been claims from that nation’s National Security and Defense Council that some of the churches in 
Ukraine are “taking orders” from Moscow. 
 Some of those locations even have been “raided” already. 
 Reuters is reporting that there is suspicion some locations are involved in “subversive activities of Russian 
special services in the religious environment of Ukraine. 
 The government in Ukraine also claims some church locations are coordinating a pro-Moscow information 
campaign. 
 According to a report at Gateway Pundit, Zelenskyy already has banned opposition parties and seized their 
property. 
 ”Zelenskyy also closed all of the TV stations and consolidated them into one state-run 

channel,” the report said. 
 ”Ukraine has had to take extraordinary measures to fight Russia’s invasion. Among them, the government has 
consolidated the country’s television outlets and dissolved rival political parties. It says it needs to do this to maintain a 

united front in fighting Russia,” NPR reported.  MORE - https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/zelensky-ban-ukrainian-
orthodox-church/  
 

Kyiv: Embassies and Consulates of Ukraine in Europe received "bloody packages" 
with animal eyes 
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The packages contain liquid with a special color and smell 
02/12/2022 - 21:59  
 "Bloody packages" containing animal eyes are being received by several Ukrainian embassies 
in Europe, according to Ukrainian Foreign Ministry spokesman Oleg Nikolenko. 
 In his post on Facebook, Nikolenko claims that those who sent the packages have doused 
them with a liquid with a special color and smell . 
 "We are studying the meaning of this message," he noted in his post. 
 Their dispatch comes after a series of letter-bombs found in Spain in the past few days. 
 As he explained, such packages have been received by the embassies of Ukraine in Hungary, 
the Netherlands, Poland, Croatia and Italy, as well as the consulates general of the country in Naples 
(Italy), Krakow (Poland) and the consulate in Brno (Czech republic). 
 "Ukrainian diplomats will continue to work successfully to strengthen Ukraine's defense capability and 
provide Ukrainians with the necessary energy equipment to survive the winter ," he points out in your post, noting that 
 Kiev is working with foreign countries on the threats it receives , and seeks to identify those involved in them in 
order to bring them to justice. 
 Ukraine's Foreign Minister Dmitry Kuleba ordered a protocol of enhanced security measures 
at Ukrainian embassies and consulates. https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/kievo-presveies-kai-proxeneia-tis-
oukranias-stin-evropi-elavan-matomena-paketa-me-matia-zoon/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
 

Draconian security measures from B.Putin: Russia establishes the single registry 
of "foreign agents" 
Affiliate Registry - Bans Expanded 
02/12/2022 - 13:21  
 The Ministry of Justice of Russia today, December 1, the first day that the new law "On 
controlling the activity of persons under foreign influence" comes into force, published the unified 
register of so-called "foreign agents", which replaces the four separate registers up to now . 
 The single register is established under the "Foreign Agents" Act which can now designate as "foreign 
agents" persons who are not financed from abroad. 
 The head of the human rights organization "Agora" Pavel Chikov, referring to the unified register, said that in 
this list there are 493 entries, which is more than the "foreign agents" recorded so far, because it also includes 
organizations that had been included in the directories, but were later removed from them. 
 Today in Russia there are 348 "foreign agents" which include citizens, organizations, including the 
media. 
 "Foreign agents" can now be considered any Russian or foreign organizations, either natural 

persons, if they have foreign support or are under foreign influence, but also if they carry out political 
activity, or gather information about Russia's military and technological activity "which may be used against the 
security of the country." 
Bans on 'foreign agents' extended 
 The new rules expand the number of prohibitions on "foreign agents." They are not allowed to work as 
teachers in state and municipal organizations or generally teach, educate minors and disseminate any information 
among themselves. 
 "Foreign agents" will not be able to be members of electoral commissions, participate in advisory, advisory and 
expert bodies set up by the authorities or conduct independent anti-corruption assessments and public events. The 
latter contradicts Article 31 of the Constitution on freedom of assembly. 
 "Foreign agents" will not be able to work in the public sector, self-government, the Federal 

Security Service (FSB), the Federal Penitentiary Service (FSIN), the Ministry of the Interior, the 
Prosecutor's Office, the Investigative Committee and the Federal Bailiff Service .Nor will they be able to 
enlist for military service under contract.This status, however, does not constitute a reason for exemption from military 
service and conscription. 
Register for collaborators 
 The new law introduces a registry for citizens who "collaborate" with "foreign agents" 
(referring to those who worked for "foreign agent" organizations or received from the "foreign agent" 
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money or assets). However, the restrictions that apply to 'foreign' agents' do not extend to the persons who 
cooperated with them. 
 As of yesterday, December 1st, the new list of regulations that "foreign agents" must apply when publishing 
their topics also comes into force. From now on they must write "This publication (information)" instead of "The 
publication in question", and they must also mention the name of the organization if it is a legal entity or the surname, 
first name and patronymic if it is a natural person face. This rule must also be observed by the partners of the 
organizations - "foreign agents". 
 Yesterday the Federation Council passed a bill introducing amendments to "deal with foreign 
interference" in relation to the "foreign agents" legislation. 
 The bill amends 39 branch laws "to ensure terminological and substantive consistency" with the Act to Control 
the Activities of "Foreign Agents," said Senator Andrei Klimov, one of the bill's authors. He also added that it institutes 
restrictions on people identified as "foreign agents". https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/drakonteia-metra-asfaleias-
apo-v-poutin-i-rosia-kathieronei-to-eniaio-mitroo-xenon-praktoron/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
 

Combat readiness in US EDs in Lithuania: Serious Ukraine-Belarus border 
incidents - Latvia seals border with Russia 
Latvia destroyed the bridge at the border crossing (video) 
02/12/2022 - 20:29  
 US forces stationed in Lithuania have been ordered to combat readiness amid renewed 
Ukraine-Belarus border incidents. Belarusian forces have shot down three Ukrainian drones in a 
short period of time. 
 Both the Americans and the Baltic states expect hostilities to break out soon, centered on 
Belarus. 
 Ukrainian forces are constantly sending surveillance drones to record the positions of Russian 
and Belarusian forces as well as the disposition of their forces. 
 According to the State Border Committee of Belarus, two drones were shot down by anti-drone weapons on 
November 2 and 16, while another entered Belarusian airspace from Volyn in western Ukraine on November 26. 
 At the same time, for an inexplicable reason, an armed Ukrainian soldier crossed the border of 
Belarus, the State Border Commission (CPC) of the Republic of Belarus said, releasing the relevant 
video. 
Latvia destroyed the bridge at the border crossing 
 A violation of the 2010 border demarcation agreement is being cited by the Russians as Riga  
demolished the pedestrian bridge over the Sinyukha River at the Mound of Friendship, a man-made 
mound on the border of Belarus, Russia and Latvia. 
 "Latvia destroyed the footbridge on the country's border with Russia at the border where 3 countries meet. In 
this way, Riga violated the 2010 agreement, which defines the intersection of three states: 
 Russia, Belarus and Latvia. The bridge was an important part of the demarcation agreement," 
Russians comment. 
 The video of the demolition of the pedestrian bridge on the Latvian-Belarusian border at the Tomb of Filias was 
made public. 
 The Daugavpils Department of the State Border Guard of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Latvia warned the 
Belarusian border guards in advance about the demolition of the bridge. The explanation was the need to carry out work 
on engineering and technical facilities. 
 But later they destroyed the bridge into small fragments. 
 The Tomb of Friendship was filled in 1959 with soil from the graves of partisans who died in these places during 
the Great Patriotic War. Every year in July a meeting of war veterans and patriotic youth is held here. 
 "I don't know how to humanly express what just happened. How can you hate our history, our grandparents so 
much?! This mound was filled with those partisans who fought. And the earth was removed from the graves of the 
partisans,"  said the correspondent of the newspaper "Dvinskaya Pravda" Larisa Zaitseva. 
 Meanwhile, as noted by Denis Glebko, a representative of the Polotsk border detachment, Latvian workers 
dismantled the bridge without the consent of the Belarusian side. 
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 We remind you that the Latvian government has declared a state of emergency on the border 
with Russia. This concerns areas in the eastern part of the country, which is a member of the EU and NATO, 
including airports and railway stations. 
 The Latvian government also decided to close the Pedetse border crossing in order to limit the number of 
Russians entering the country. In addition, the border guard was ordered to increase its patrols on the border with 
Russia. 
 Latvia completely closes its borders fearing the worst-case scenario… 
Watch the video 
Video Player 
The US military in Lithuania was put on alert  
 The corps of US armed forces stationed in Lithuania is moving from deterrence to combat 
readiness. 
 This was stated by the commander of the Lithuanian army Valdemaras Rupshis. 
 “Initially, the main goal was deterrence: to show that (the Americans) are here. Previously, the units were 
more busy with training, with the aircraft, familiarizing themselves with the terrain, tactical operations. 
 But the possibility can increase and change the form of presence, which is proven now that the situation has 
changed. 
 These units and equipment are deployed in such a way that they could fight immediately. There was a 
transition from one regime to another ," Rupshis said on Lithuanian radio. 
 He added that the US military would remain in Lithuania on a rotating basis until at least 2025. 
Video: Armed Ukrainian Guard violated the border with Belarus 
Video Player 
Video: Yesterday's downing of a drone 
Video Player 

The drone shot down by the Belarusian border guards was equipped with a video camera and 
was used for reconnaissance and shooting of technical means of border protection on the 
territory of Belarus pic.twitter.com/ofZMxMGWr9 

— AZ 🛰🌏🌍🌎 (@AZgeopolitics) November 16, 2022 

🇧🇾🇺🇦In the Gomel region, 1 km from the Belarusian-Ukrainian border, border guards spotted a 
quadcopter that was heading from Ukraine towards Belarus. The drone was forcibly taken down. 
pic.twitter.com/6R3XLgGSOT 

— AZ 🛰🌏🌍🌎 (@AZgeopolitics) November 4, 2022 
https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/etoimotita-machis-stis-amerikanikes-ed-sti-lithouania-sovara-methoriaka-
epeisodia-oukranias-lefkorosias-i-letonia-sfragizei-ta-synora-me-rosia/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
 

Netanyahu: Lapid inciting rebellion among military officers, local authorities 
Likud leader assails outgoing PM for urging municipalities to fight educational dictates of homophobic MK, reportedly 
warning IDF general of far-right attempts ‘to gain control’ 
By TOI staff Today, 3:19 pm  
 Prime Minister-designate Benjamin Netanyahu on Friday castigated outgoing prime minister 
Yair Lapid for “attempting to incite rebellion among military officers and local authorities against the 
elected government.” 
 His comments came after Lapid urged local authority leaders not to cooperate with an 
extremist far-right member of the incoming government on educational issues, and after he was reported 
to warn a military general earlier this week against allowing the far-right “to gain control over the military.” 
 “Lapid’s conduct is dangerous and hurts democracy,” Netanyahu said in a statement. “We must 
leave the IDF out of any political debate. Senior officers certainly must not be incited to rebellion against a government 
that was elected by the people. It crosses a red line.” 
 He added that when Likud was in the opposition “we never incited against the government.” 
Netanyahu vowed to protect citizens’ rights and to “lead the Israeli government according to the national and 
democratic values that have guided me my entire life.” 
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 He urged Lapid and the expected opposition “to act in a responsible manner. We have one 
country, one military and one nation. We must not hurt them.” 
 Lapid responded with an angry diatribe, laying out all the ways he believes Netanyahu has 
undermined Israeli democracy. 
 “Mr. Netanyahu, I won’t take lessons in democracy from you. Not from someone who runs a foreign-funded 
poison machine that deals in slander and defamation of the lowest kind. Not from one who stood on the steps of the 
courthouse and incited against the rule of law. Not from the one who currently appointed a person convicted of 
supporting terror to be minister of internal security and a serial convicted felon to the Minister of the Interior,” Lapid 
said. (Lapid was referring to the expected incoming minister of national security Itamar Ben Gvir and incoming interior 

minister Aryeh Deri, respectively.) MORE -  https://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahu-lapid-inciting-rebellion-among-
military-officers-local-authorities/  
 

Border Police officer stabbed, wounded in West Bank; Palestinian attacker shot dead 
After stabbing, suspect tussles with officer and tries to grab his gun before being shot at close range, the 9th 
Palestinian to be killed in West Bank violence in last four days 

By TOI staff Today, 5:14 pm 
 
A Border Police officer seeks to apprehend a Palestinian stabbing suspect in 
the northern West Bank town of Hawara on December 2, 2022. (Screen 
capture/Twitter) 

 A Palestinian man stabbed and wounded a 
Border Police officer in the northern West Bank town 
of Hawara on Friday, before being shot dead by Israeli forces, 
police and medics said. 
 Border Police said in a statement that a team of 
officers was operating in the flashpoint Palestinian 
town when the suspect pulled a knife and managed to 
stab one of the officers, lightly injuring him. 

 Other officers then “neutralized” the attacker, the statement said. 
 Footage posted to social media showed a Border Police officer trying to apprehend the suspect as two other 
Palestinians were trying to pull him free. 
 An officer managed to pull the alleged stabber away from them in a headlock, but the suspect 
then briefly freed himself from his grasp and appeared to try and grab the officer’s automatic 
weapon. 
 The officer then allowed the weapon to fall to the ground as he pulled a handgun from a holster 
and fired four times point-blank, killing the suspect. He then retrieved his automatic weapon and appears to 
call for backup before the video clip ends. 
 Border Police said that the officer with stab wounds was subsequently evacuated for medical treatment, as was 
the officer who subdued the attacker. Both were lightly wounded. 
 Hawara is a frequent flashpoint with a highway running through the town being a main route for settlers 

traveling in the northern West Bank  MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/border-police-officer-stabbed-wounded-
in-west-bank-palestinian-attacker-shot-dead/  
 

Palestinian teens order Haredi man to kiss their feet, post on TikTok, are arrested 
Judge extends remand of 14- and 16-year-olds charged with assault 
and issuing threats by an additional four days after incident in 
Jerusalem’s Old City 
By TOI staff Today, 6:43 pm  
 
An ultra-Orthodox man bends down and kisses the foot of a Palestinian teen in the 
Old City of Jerusalem; two Palestinian teens were arrested over the incident on 
December 1, 2022. (Screen capture/Twitter) 

 Police arrested two Palestinian teenagers who 
filmed themselves threatening an ultra-Orthodox man in 
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Jerusalem’s Old City and ordering him to bend down on his knees and kiss one of their feet in a video 
that they later uploaded to TikTok. 
 The phenomenon of Palestinians filming themselves assaulting or humiliating ultra-Orthodox 
residents sparked outrage and clashes last year, leading to several arrests. In one particularly viral video, a 
 Palestinian was filmed pouring hot coffee on an Orthodox man, leading to a two-year prison sentence. 
 The latest clip was captioned with the line “look at how he kisses his shoes” with a laughing emoji. 
 A police complaint was filed shortly after the video was uploaded and the 14 and 16-year-olds were arrested on 
Thursday and charged with assault and issuing threats. 

 A judge on Friday ordered the suspects’ remand extended by four more days.  MORE - 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/palestinian-teens-who-ordered-haredi-man-to-kiss-their-feet-in-tiktok-clip-arrested/  
 

Extensive Two-Year Study Pokes All Kinds of Holes in N95 Masks - 
Biden, Fauci Hardest Hit 
By Mike Miller | 3:30 PM on December 02, 2022  
 And there it is. Again. 

 After the CDC took nearly two years to tell America and presumably the 

world that cloth masks were virtually worthless for mitigating the spread of 

COVID-19 and that N95 masks provide “the highest” level of protection, a new 

peer-reviewed, international randomized controlled trial (RCT) has found no 

statistically significant real-world evidence that masks stop aerosolized 

transmission of the virus. 

 In my not-so-humble opinion — an opinion many of us have shared for nearly two years — 
masks are largely virtue-signaling symbols worn by liberals, or others frightened into believing that 
masks are effective in preventing one from contracting the virus. Incidentally, if they did? Why did liberals’ hair 
catch on fire if they were wearing a mask and you weren’t? Rhetorical question, of course. 
 Here’s more, via Just the News: 

 Published in the Annals of Internal Medicine (AIM) this week and 

led by researchers at Canada’s McMaster University, the study found 

no statistically significant difference in protection between the two 

kinds of masks in healthcare facilities in Canada, Israel, Pakistan and 

Egypt. 

 Funders included the Canadian government and World Health Organization, which unlike the 
U.S. opposes masking young children and also found “no evidence” face coverings made a 
difference against influenza in a 2019 study. 
 Previous RCTs in the COVID era have found mediocre protection from face coverings at best. A Danish 
study of 6,000 that had trouble getting published — and eventually landed in AIM — found no statistically significant 
difference between surgical and no-mask wearers. 
 A much larger study led by Yale University found that “Based on the 95 percent confidence 

intervals, we do not even know if surgical mask efficacy is more than 0 percent.” 
 As I mockingly suggested in the headline, Joe “Winter of Severe Illness and Death” Biden and Anthony Fauci, 
hilariously dubbed “the quadruple-vaxed, double-masked oracle of nonsense,” by my colleague Jim Thompson, were no 
doubt hardest hit by the news. 
 Speaking of Fauci, as noted by JTN, Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt recently claimed 
that the retiring National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases director, “whose flip-flops on 
masking led to mass public confusion early in the pandemic, couldn’t name any studies showing mask 
effectiveness in his recent deposition in state-led litigation against alleged federal censorship.” 
 Another tidbit from Fauci depo: In Feb ‘20 he emailed a friend advising her masks were ineffective. Confirmed 
again on Mar 31. On Apr 3 he’s adamant masks should be worn even though he couldn’t cite a single study to prove it. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/palestinian-teens-who-ordered-haredi-man-to-kiss-their-feet-in-tiktok-clip-arrested/
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Mandates followed—Lives ruined 
 COVID tyranny is born 
 Bingo. 
 Another tidbit from Fauci depo: In Feb ‘20 he emailed a friend advising her masks were ineffective. Confirmed 
again on Mar 31. On Apr 3 he’s adamant masks should be worn even though he couldn’t cite a single study to prove it. 
Mandates followed—Lives ruined 

COVID tyranny is born 
— Eric Schmitt (@Eric_Schmitt) November 25, 2022 

 As the walls continue to close in on Fauci, with new studies emerging and the GOP set to regain control of the 
House in January, the good doctor seems to have quickly developed a serious case of amnesia, as my colleague Susie 
Moore reported on November 27 in reference to the Missouri (and Louisiana) deposition. 
https://redstate.com/mike_miller/2022/12/02/extensive-two-year-study-pokes-all-kinds-of-holes-in-n95-masks-biden-
fauci-hardest-hit-n667859  
 

City to pay George Floyd protesters $600,000 
Were hit by chemical agents while demonstrating 
By WND News Services Published December 2, 2022 at 10:05am  By Trevor Schakohl Daily Caller News Foundation 

 
George Floyd riots in Minneapolis (video screenshot) 

 A federal court Wednesday approved 
Minneapolis, Minnesota’s agreement to pay 12 
protesters a combined $600,000 for injuries 
sustained during 2020 demonstrations over 
George Floyd’s murder. 
 The agreement settled a lawsuit brought by 
American Civil Liberties Union of Minnesota (ACLU-
MN) on the protesters’ behalf, and bars 
Minneapolis from arresting or using physical force 
including chemical agents against people 

demonstrating legally, according to a Wednesday ACLU-MN press release. The Minnesota U.S. District 
Court’s injunction concluding the lawsuit Wednesday mandates body-camera recordings for Minneapolis officers 
deployed to protests and limits their use of chemical agents for peaceful protest dispersion. 
 “Tear gas, foam bullets and pepper spray became weapons for intimidating and hurting 
protesters, making it dangerous for people to exercise their First Amendment rights,” ACLU-MN 
Legal Director Teresa Nelson said. “We hope this settlement sends a message to law enforcement across 
Minnesota that this violation of our constitutional rights will not be tolerated.” 
 The $600,000 settlement payment will be divided among the 12 protesters, the press release said. Protesters 
claimed to have been tear-gassed and shot with rubber bullets and foam, with plaintiffs allegedly suffering bruises and 
lingering respiratory problems. 
 A Minneapolis Police Department public information officer sent the Daily Caller News Foundation a Wednesday 
statement by Minneapolis City Attorney Kristyn Anderson. 
 “The City Council approved a $600,000 settlement on Oct. 20, and Mayor Frey signed the Council action Oct. 
26,” the statement read. “The City Attorney’s Office executed and filed documents necessary to effectuate the 
settlement, and an order reflecting portions of that settlement were made public today.” 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/city-pay-george-floyd-protesters-600000/ [Totally ignorant and stupid.. – 

rdb] 
 

Research uncovers donation 'mules,' 
unemployed who donated millions to Dems 
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358,000 checks added up to $24 million for Warnock alone 
By Bob Unruh Published December 2, 2022 at 3:19pm  

 A new report has revealed research into donation “mules,” those 

unemployed people across American who donated hundreds of thousands of 

times, adding up to millions of dollars, to Democrats. 

 The Gateway Pundit is reporting on the research from engineer Chris Gleason, who launched a 

project to determine who was most likely “to vote for which candidate and how likely were they to support 
particular candidates and causes.” 
 ”What he and a small group of others determined was that Washington State had a massive 
network of campaign finance mules. They identified massive numbers of registered voters in 
Washington State who were making thousands of donations to Democrat party candidates 
nationwide and progressive PACs. The individual donation amounts were not large. These donations 

were small and had been intentionally set up to avoid throwing up reg flags,” the report explained. 
 ”These ‘Money Mules’ were not wealthy individuals. They were average Americans, living in an 
average house in an average neighborhood. Or at least that is how it would appear. The investigative 
group observed massive patterns and red flags in the data. One of the biggest flags was that all of these campaign 
finance mules in Washington State had been making donations to Raphael Warnock in Georgia.” 
 In fact, NBC recently confirmed Warnock raised $52.2 million for his re-election between Oct. 
20 through Nov. 16, more than doubling the fundraising total of his opponent, Republican Herschel Walker, 
the report said. 
 Warnock, the top fundraising federal candidate of the 2022 election cycle by a long-shot, spent 
$39.2 million over the same period, which almost doubled Walker’s spend too. The incumbent closed the 
period with $29.7 million banked away. 
 The report said, “It turns out that millions in donations were sent to candidates like Raphael 
Warnock from ‘money mules’ around the country. Warnock was the top beneficiary of all 2022 Democrat 
candidates of this money distribution scheme.” 
 A key finding in the research was that “these very active donors were all unemployed,” the report said. 
 The Gateway Pundit explained those masses of unemployed in Washington state donating 
thousands of times, totaling millions of dollars, to Warnock were not alone. 

 ”In an amazing turn of events, the same exact pattern was discovered in every single state where the 
same queries were run. There were massive numbers of Democrat donors making donations at a rate that 
defied all logic and reason. How could so many people be making so many donations all to the same exact 
organizations and candidates? How could all of these campaign finance mules be donating largely to Raphael Warnock?” 
the report said. 
 State after state, donation “mules” have been making regular, almost constant, donations to 
Democrats, the report confirmed. 
 ”Overall, Raphael Warnock managed to receive over 358,000 donations from unemployed 
average Americans that totaled more than $24 million.” 
 The report openly wondered where “unemployed” people are getting millions of dollars to donate – or is 
someone else “really” making them. https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/research-uncovers-donation-mules-unemployed-

donated-millions-dems/ [HUMMMMMM? You can spell the answer to the question you are 

pondering “G E O R G E  S O R O S ” and friends and fellow criminals. That is where the 
money is coming from. His citizenship should be rescinded and his money confiscated and 
he should be deported to China since he thinks they are a model for the world =rdb] 
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